HOW LIKE WRIGHT ARE YOU?
Teachers: “This is a short survey to determine how much you have in common with Frank Lloyd
Wright. Give yourself one point every time you have a similar interest to Wright’s.”
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How many of you like to play with Lego or K’nex?
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Do any of you have posters on your walls at home of things that you like and that inspire you?
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How many of you have a dog at home? How many off you have a diff
different pet like a cat or
hamster?
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New York City.
How many of you have visited New York City? The Guggenheim Museum? Or maybe another
museum?
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Have you ever visited a farm? Did you get to see farm animals like cows or chickens?
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How many of you like oatmeal? Did anyone have oatmeal for breakfast today?
Teachers: “Now, let’s total everyone’s points and divide by the number of students, multiply by 74,
and divide by 9 to get the Wright Similarity Index Quotient.”
“Wow! As a class we scored 96% on the Wright Similarity Scale! Something tells me we have some
future architects in this class!”
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